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The Roman philosopher Cicero said that

characterized their facial appearance - we

“everything is in the face”, and truly the

know that chronic pain or severe mental

human face is a complex, multifunctional

disorders such as

part of our anatomy which tells the world,

significantly alter facial affect in a person.

who we are and what we are feeling both

Nevertheless,

emotionally and physically, as well as

identifying an individual from their facial

performing

appearance

a

number

of

essential

despite

these

remains

obstacles,

a

fascinating

physiological functions. We all have to

challenge for us worthy of serious

live with our own face and with how

academic study and development.

others perceive us through its appearance.

I

am

also

mindful

that

facial

It can affect our self-esteem and if we are

identification, in this day and age, is an

unhappy with it we may try to alter it.

important tool to be considered both as a

Its
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schizophrenia can

physical

its

primary and secondary characteristic of

perception by others act together power-

identity, especially with the need to

fully to set us a real challenge in

identify victims of conflicts around the

identifying

is

globe that are found in mass graves and

particularly so when we try to reconstruct

also those who have perished from

a

apparently ever increasing natural mass

face

appearance

an

from

individual.

a

skull

of

and

This

unknown

provenance.

disasters. There has never at any time been

We start with the not insignificant
difficulty

of

trying

to

achieve

a problem of such magnitude needing to

a

be resolved, and the application of

recognition from an acquaintance of the

different facial identification techniques

deceased, when we have no idea who the

may in many instances be of significant

person was to begin with or how they were

assistance.

remembered during life - were they happy

Facial image identification is becoming

and smiling, sad or angry? Did they have a

an

condition

anthropology

which
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cameras are used as a silent witness in

useful tool for facial image identification

crime scenes such as convenience stores,

because the video superimposition of two

banks, and parking garages. Facial image

facial images could be performed under

identification is generally approached in

the same facial orientation.

three ways: morphological comparison of

Facial images can play a useful role in

facial features, anthropometrical analysis,

the identification of criminals. Despite this

and face-to-face superimposition.

advantage, several problems such as

In order to assess two facial images, the
video superimposition technique has been

time

and

anthropometrical

analysis arose in the old system.

applied to facial image comparison.

Recently, a facial image identification

Maples and Austin (1992) reported the

system using both a 3D facial range finder

video

“Fiore” (NEC Engineering, Japan) and a

superimposition

technique

was

useful in cases when it is possible for

2D/3D

laboratory personnel to photograph a

method was developed. This system has

suspect at the correct position relative to

proven to be a useful tool for facial image

the camera.

identification, because the superimposition

Vanezis and Brierley (1996) applied the
video
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operation

superimposition

of two facial images can be performed
under the same facial orientation by

identify the facial image of suspects in 46

rotating the 3D facial image, and the shape

criminal cases. They stated that direct

and positional relationships of their facial

comparisons could be made in 36 cases,

components can be compared to each

including 20 major viewpoint discrepancy

other in the same condition. Furthermore,

cases.

this
described

technique

image

to

As

superimposition

facial

previously,

the

system

matching

enabled

using

facial

morphometric
outlines

and

comparison of facial images taken with a

anatomical landmarks, giving objective

surveillance camera and mug shots of

results based on numerical data. This

suspects often is a difficult task because

facial identification system was set up for

surveillance cameras usually look down

one-to-one comparison, not for one-to-

upon the scene, whereas mug shots are

many comparison.

frontal and lateral or oblique images. To

For one-to-many comparison, facial

solve this problem, Vanezis and Brierley

recognition systems have been developed

(1996) developed a face-to-face video

and commercially released. These facial

superimposition

3D

recognition systems are based on several

physiognomic analysis. This system was a

different mathematical approaches such as

134
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statistical information methods, graph

investigation, because the facial image

matching, and neural networks.

taken at the crime scene is not, in most

Commercially

available

software

cases, a frontal view. A possible exception

packages are designed to verify a facial

to this is the use of passport photographs

image of a known person belonging to a

in illegal immigration cases.

relatively small database of facial images,

If a robust system for identifying facial

and are restricted to comparison of nearly

images

taken

from

severely

frontal images of the face under the 2D

disadvantageous angles is developed, the

image mode. Thus, it seems that these

3D facial images could be effectively used

programs are not adequate for police

as a database.
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